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Faecuthv Summary

The followmg is an evaluatton et the third year of implemernation of the Wisconsin Workplace Partnership

Training Program. The evaluation spans the program from March 1, 1991 through August 31, 1992. Thc

Wisamsin Workplace Partnership Training Program..was developed to provide job-specific basic skills

educair to employees ai their worksites. The project was a cooperative effort between the Wisconsin Board

of Vocational, Technical and Molt Education (WBVTAE), Wisconsin State AFL-CIO, and Wisconsin

Manufacturers and Commerce (WMC) at the state level. At the local level, the partnership was between local

Vocational Technical and Adult Education (VTAE) colleges, the unions or employee representatives, and the

employing companies. During the period of this evaluation, the program operated at 23 worksftes in the state.

The projea was funded with federal National Workplace Literacy Program Adult Education Act monies

from the U.S. Department ofEducation and administered In Wisconsin by the Wisconsin Board of Vocational,

Technical and Adult Education. The grant award was $9111,256 (40.8%) with committed private sector

matching funds of 51.584,425 (6175%), bringing the total project resources to $2,565,681. The Center on

Education and Work, School of Education, University of Wisconsin-Madison was awarded the contract to

perform the third party evaluation.

One hundred two (102) participants were interviewed individually at ten randomly-selected sites. A total of

160 local partners from those and the remaining sites completed mail surveys.

Participants solidly agreed that they had improved in basic academic skills. In job-related measures, they

agreed that they had improved in job skills, self-image, work quality, and problem-sotving skills, but strongly

disagreed on the queStion of increased promotabdity. They =pressed weak agreement on getting aloft better

with employees and supervisors. Their response to the question about job enjoyment fell between neutrality

and disaveement. Only 3% reported being promoted and 10% reported job transfers since they berm.

attending.

Local partners also solidly agreed that participants had Improved in basic academic skills. Local partners

solidly agreed that participation had increased self-image but expressed weak agreement relative to enhanced

job ski/ls and problem solving. They were neutral relative to getting along better with other employees and

supervisors, increased quality, eligibility for promotion and job enjoyment.

Some differences were seen between participant andelocal partner responses and within groups of local

partners. Participants cited enhanced compum. skills , math skills, and self-image as goals of greatest

importance to them. For local partners, the most important goals identified were enhanced self-image, math

and reading skills.

A noteworthy practice identified included using advisory committees of participants and .peer advisors to

guide and plan WPT programs. A practice worthy of study was extending Learning Center hours to provide

equal access for employees on aU shifts.

Policy rer-Jmmendation.s included:

1. Each program should focus on a limited number of objectives that meets the needs of that worksite

rather than 16 participant outcomes in addition to process outcomes.

Computer skills was defined by state WPT leaders as operation of computers to enhance basic skills

needed at the job site and to utilize instructional software.

fii
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This evaluation measured opmions on participant improvement in seven basic skill areas and nine job-

relami areas. Thus. local programs were accountable for 16 participant outcomes in addition to 13 process

onicctivos for orienting employees. training peer advisors, and the like.

It would bc helpful for each program site to identify which of the 16 kinds of participant outcomes should

he targeted at that worksitc. For example, 'promotion is a general goal of the program. Participants and local

partners alike indicated that promotions and job transfers arc not generally occurring ts a result of thc

program. During economic slumps such as the one experienced during the period in which this evaluation was

conducted, promotion may be an irrelevantoutcome. At one site, of the participants interviewed, more were

on lay-off than were currently employed.

In addition, many companies are flattening their organizational structures and moving toward newer

administrative structures such as self-managed teams. Promotions and job transfers may not be relevant

measures in such companies.

Thc benefits of sharper focus at each site would be more effective use of resources and an opportunity for

more closely linking local planning and evaluation.

2. Instruction In bask skillishould be increasingly Imbedded In instruction specific to the workshe through

increased use of job skill requirement analyses, called Workplace Educational Skills Analysis (MA).

This process of imbedding basic skills instruction in job-specific tasks or materials h clearly ongoing. It is

reflected in the titles given to the Learning Centers, as in Serigraph Inc.'s Personal Development Center;

Tecumseh Product's Education, Training and Development Center; and Waukesha Memorial Hospital's Skills

Enancement and Education Center. There is variation, however, among the sites in the atent towhich site-

specific instruction actually occurs. The models vary from programs where the instructor is on tbe sbop floor

learning v., at is required of workers to the more passive models patterned after Adult Basic Education where

instructors ire available to participants in the Learning Center. Only several instructors mentioned using

WESA job analyses 3$ the basis for curriculum development.

Reading pa se is not a top viority of participants, even though employers need employees with solid

reading skills. Participants indicated their priorities for the program, citing computer and math skills and self-

image as the top three. Reading was seventh in priority. This points to the need to provide context-tpecific

instruction which will enhance workers' self-esteem through enhanced job skills whtle improving reading and

related basic skills in the process.

As asserted in the 1990-91 WPT evaluation, unless the program can legitimately position itself in the eyes

of potential participants as something other than remediation aimed at fixing individuals, it will not be able

to serve those employees most in need.

3. Sites should identify and provide the optimal mix between totally individualised instruction and short-

term, small group classes.

One-on-one instruction is enormously labor intensive for the instructor and is not as likely to result in the

team building and verbal communication skills increasingly required by employers as interactive cooperative

learning in small groups. Short-term classes with low numbers (approximately 10 per class) which enable

students to learn cooperatively should be provided and be supplemented with one-on-one assistance. Such a

mix would accomodate learning syles of those who learn most effectively through interaction an activity, as

well as those who learn best through on-on-one independent study.

4. Companies wishing greater participation of employees in educational upgrading should provide paid time
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during the work day for employee education.

The most frequently mentioned barriers to WPT participation were long work hours and overtime. On thc

encouragement side, local partners believe that company incentives are or would be among the most powerful

incent Ives for participation. Employeeswith families, whether two parent or single parent are under even morc

pressure to fit in essential life activities around work hours and will continue to find it difficult to divert more

time into educational pursuits outside of work hours. Only onc company visited paid employees for attending.

Another provided release time during work hours. Data collected in 1990 showed that of the II WPT sites.

the three who compensated employees for participation showed a participation rate of 22% compared to a

participation rate of 7% for companies who did not provide pay for participation. Company incentives

mentioned in this study included holding classes during company time, paying partial wages (or attendance,

providing bonuses for completing 50 hours, and providing monthly door prizes for attendance.

S. Sites should use advisory groups ot participants to help plan and evaluate the programs.

Half of the sites visitedhad advisory or steering committees that included participants. This evaluation shows

that there are significant discrepancies amoog the perceptions of key players in local WPT programs. For

example. participants and local partners do sot share the same notions as to what motivates people so attend.

Instructors and company officials differ as to the degree to which participants improve in job-related measures.

VTAE supervisors and ihStrliCtOrS differ with union officials and peer advisors on the degree so which

participation increases promotability of employees. Thus communication and collaborative planning should

increase. Advisory groups of stakeholders can be highly effective in that effort.

to. Federal administrative policies restricting computer instruction should be modified or eliminated to

enable WPT to reach its intended constituent group more effectively.

Current program participants consider computer skills as one of the three most important goals of the

program for them. If WPT is to serve its primary stakeholders--emploresit
should be responsive to their

expressed needs. Using a computer to compose and then to read what one has writtea, or using a computer

for mathematics are methodologies for budding basic skills that hold no stigma for workers.

In addition, many of the WPT participants from clerical to line workers spoke of needing to become

computer literate to perform their jobs. A machine operator at American Brass in Kenosha reported that

before attending the WPT Learning Center, he had to call his supervisor in themiddle of the night to reboot

the computer that controlled his machine. He reported that he now has the skill to manipulate the compvter

himself. Authors Carnevale, Gainer, and Villet (1990) reinforce this claim. 'Advances in information-based

technology [computer hardware and software] have been the major source ofchanging skills requirements in

most American jobs." (p. 84) The 1983 report of a Task Force on Vocational. Technical Preparation

(Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction and Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult

Education said:
Most people either will work directly with computers or have their work influenced by computers in

some significant way. An influence as pervasive as this requires, among other things, an informedcitizenry

that not only understands what computers can and cannot do but also is aware of tbe problems and issues

involved in their use. Computer competency is a basic skill complementary to other competencies, such

as reading, writing, mathematics, and reasoning.

Students entering a vocational/technical educational program should be able to:

Demonstrate a basic knowledge of computer terminology and of bow computers operate.

Demonstrate some ability to use the computer and appropriate software for.

-self-instruction
-collection and retrieval of information

-word processing (including the development of keyboard, composition. and editing skills)
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-modeling. simulation.s. and decision making
-prohlcm solving. both through thc usc of existing programs and through experience with developing

one's own programs. ..
Learning to use computer software can serve the dual function of enhancing basic academic skills while

simultaneously developing Joh skills without stigmatizing workers as being 'dumb or deficient.



Scope of the Evaluation

The fiitiowing is an evaluation of the third year of implementation of the Wisconsin Workplace Partnership

Training Program. The evaluation spans the program from March 1. 1991 through August 31, 1992. The

Wisconsin Workplace Partnership Training Program was developed to provide Job-specific basic skills

education to cmployccs at their worksites. The projectwas a cooperative effort between theWisconsin Board

of Vocational. Technical and Adult Education (WBVTAE), Wisconsin State AFI0C10. and Wisconsin

Manufacturers and Commerce (WMC) at the state level. At the local level, the partnership was between local

Vocational Technical and Adult Education (VTAE) colleges, the unions or employee representatives, and the

employing companies. During the period of this evaluation, the program operated at 23 worksites in the state.

(This evaluation includes 22 of the 23 sites as the most recent program site, Snap-On Tools, was in its

formative stage.)

The Center on Education and Work, School of Education, University of Wisconsin-Madison, was awarded

the contract to perform the thini-pany evallation-

At each site, employees were recruited to participate in competency-based educational activities designed

to upgrade their skills in reading, verbal and written communication, listening, mathematks, reasoning and

problem-solving, and use of the English language as those skills related to padcalar job cluslacadons.

Through related advising services provided by both peers and VTAE instructors, partidpants were encouraged

to continue their education as appropriate in adult secondary education, customized training, or other career

training offered by employers, participating technical colleges, or other educational institutions. The primary

goal of the program was to increase the basic skill level of at least 3.066 workers sufficiently for job retention

and/or advanmment and improved productivity.

The project was funded with federal National Workplace Literacy Program Adult Education Act monies

from the U.S. Department of Education and administered in Wisconsin by theWisconsin Board of Vocational.

Technical and Adult Education. The grant award was S981,256 (40.8%) with committed private sector

matching funds of 51,584,425 (61.75%), bringing the total project resources to $2,565,681.

The study sought to determine the anent to which program participants and local partners believed that

participation had increased attainment of key academic and job-related meuures, and which program

objectives both groups viewed as 1110st significant Further, the study sought to identify some of the `best

practices' exhibited by programs whose participants reponed the highest levels of improvement academically

and in terms of job-related skills.

The WPT sites and local partners studied in this evaluation are found in Table 1. The ten sites visited for

this study are indicated with double asterisks. Thirteen, over half, of the programs were operated in

partnership with a union. A total of eight out of sixteen VTAE colleges participated in the activities of this

grant.

1
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Table
*PT i.neel Pannert

(ampus! sue
_

Valorem) VMS Colley

i AC Rochester. Muwausce Internahonal Brornernand of flecinctans: United Auto
Waiters; and United Plant Guard Warners of Armors _ MATC-Miiamikee

2. Arnencan Brass. Kenrshe Imernational ASSOCLIUMI Of Mee-Imam and Aerospace Workers

local 34; United Steetworkem America Local 9322

Gateway
Uchida, College

3 Rekst Corrivation, Heim" latentatanal Manama of Maclumsts and Aerospace Workers;

Giass Molder. Pottery. Plastics. and Allied Workers: Pattern

Makers Lespe of Nonh America

Bloc* hay* Technical
Gramm

4. Bow and Stratton
Corporation. Mitwaukee

Allied Industrial Workers Local 132; Gams Molders. Pouery.

Plastics snd Allied Workers Local 1258

MATC-Mitimakee

S. Cray Research. Inc.. Ouppews
Falls

Chippewa Va Nay

Tech Mcal allege

6. CsuutioeiRoyal Basket Trucks,
Inc.. Dariens°

Gateway Tadoical
College

7. Ream Shoe Compsay.
Beloit

United Food sad Commereial Workers Wane Waal Ulnae.
Footuur Mimics, AFIXIO. Local 312R

11 lankiest Tachaical
College

& Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company, Sun Prairie"

Limited Rubber Workers Local 904 MATC-idadime

9. IL Case Company. Racine" United Auto Workers, Local 180 Ostesray
Technical College

10. beaus Healthcare, lac.,
Stevens Poiat"

United Stec Mockers of America, Upbolsteren and Allied
Industrial Divides Local 3330

blidatMe Tachskal
College

11. Miller Compressing Comp lay,
Milwaukee

Allied !adularia' Workers Local 364 MATC-Milesekee

12. Milwaukee County,
Milwaukee"

American Federation of State, County and Municipal .

Employees (AFSCME) District Council 48

MATC-Mihmakee

13. Navistar International
Transponatioe Corporation,
Wauk Wm

United Steelworkers of America. Local 3740 Waukesha Gmaty
Tacheical College

14. Nu..-tMide Mitaiaukee Small
Businesse.

MATC-Miltesukee

15. Ore-Ida Foods. hic.-Piover Midasse Technical
Cmlime

16. Schreiber Foods. Inc.,
Wtsconsin Rapids's

Madame Tsarina
College

17. Scrimp's. Inc., West Bend" Moralise Part
Tedmical Cellege

18. Soutbside Milwaukee Small
Businesses

MATC-Mileaukee

19. Tecumseh Products- New
Holstein

International Association of Mechanism and Aerospace Workers,
Local 1259

Moralise Park
Technical College

2& Waukesha Memonal Hospital,
inc.. Waukesha

Waukesha Canny
Technical College

21. Weyerhaeuser Company,
Marshfield

United Brotherhood of Carpemers and Joiners of America.

Local 1733; United Paperworkers International Union. Local

633

Midstate Tedmical
College

=. W017.2ila Publishing. Inc.,

Stevens Poirit

Midstate Technical
College
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Belden and Methodoloo

An ad hoc evaluation planning team met to define the issues of greatest interest. Membership on this

informal tcam included: the As Ststallt State Director, Executive Assistant to the State Director, Workplace

Training Program Project Director and Assistant Project Director. General Education Consultant, and

Curriculum Development Consultant from the Wisconsin Board of Vocational Technical and Adult Education;

the Peer Advisor Consultant and local labor liaison from the State AFL-C10; a representative from Wisconsin

Manufacturers and Commerce; and the researcher. Thc group met three times to reline the questions of

interest and methodology. The planning team determined that data should be collected from all projectsites.

The study addressed four questions:

1. To what extent do program participants agree they have achieved their academic and job-related

objectives?

2. To what anent do local partners agree that participants achieve academic and job-related objectives

through participation in the program?

3. Which program objectives do participants and local partners view as most significant?

4. What are some of the best practices` exhibited by the programs whose participants report the highest

mean of improvement in academic skills and job performance?

'No survey instruments were designed. The first MO Sad participants' beliefs on the extent to which they

improved their basic skills and job-related skills. The second assessed local partners' views on the extent to

which participants improved their basicskills and job-related skills. Responses for both instruments were made

on a five-point scale.

The original research design had called for a participant survey instrument which could be completed by

participants themselves. The originalself-administered survey was field tested at Navistar and wasdetermined

to be inappropriate because it would be difficult for non-readers or very low level readers to complete. This

is in spite of the fact that the reading level was estimated to be at about 6th grade. Peet advisors at Navistar

observed that, based on their own experience with in-house surveys, the open ended questions would elicit

little or no response.

The alternative of having instructors assist low-level readers in completing the instrument was discarded

because of the potential for singling out and/or embarrassing individuals. A related problem would be that

of confidentiality of participants' responses.

Thus, the design was changed to one in which the researchers verbally administered the survey instruments

to participants, making participants' reading levels irrelevant and assuring that open ended questions would

be answered. The UW Center for Testing and Evaluation created scannable forms for both survey instruments.

Interviewers included the researcher, Kathleen A. Paris. Ph.D., of the Center on Education and Work

(CEW) UW-Madison; Robert P. Sorensen, Ph.D., ASSOC4tC Director, CEW; Cynthia Kniciaehm, Project

Assistant, CEW; and Natalie Wysong, Managing Editor, Jownal of Vecarional Education Research, CEW.

The participant survey was administered at ten randomly selected program sites during tbe months of April,

May, and June, 1992. Researchers interviewed all participants who utilized the Learning Centers on the days

of the site visits. The site visits were planned so that researchers would be present for each different time

period the Center was open in a given week. This gave researchers access to workers from different shifts.

Three declined to be interviewed, two due to time constraints to complete work prior to the shift commencing

3
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and one because it was hcr first visit to the Learning Ctnter. A total Of 102 participants was interviewed. The

participant response rate was 97T, . Thc schedule for the site visits is found in the Appendices.

A. Table 2 indicates, at the time of site visits, the ten programs reported total average enrollment for April

and May, 1992, as being 141 participants. Of those. 102 were interviewed. Thus the sample for this study

represents 30% of the current WPT population for the IC sites. (The 102 sample participants represent 3%

of the total yearly enrollment for all sites through May/June. 1992, which was 3.187.)

Table 2
Poruesporu Sam* sC dso Ervolbvsasts
.......

Site Number hitt:mimed
Average Number Attending

APraiMmy ,

?treat
litterviewed

,

American Brame 12 32 3$

Beloit Corpotation 10 111 56
,

Brigp A Stratum 16 59 27

Goodyear 13 23

..

57

J. I. Case 12 113 IS

Joel= 5 5 100

Milwaukee County 12

,

66 111

Royal Basket 7 19 37

Schreiber 2 4 44

Serigraph 13 32 41

Tout 102 341

was the company name tcn mc miler% mmenced. Al the tube ci the site VAIL, the emptily was CaD Uv4pu

CoPPer.
Note Attendance data provided by WBVTAE.

At each of the ten sites visited, written surveys with self-addressed, stamped envelopes were given to the

following: (a) Union liaison to the program; (b) Union president if different individual than program liaison;

(c) Company liaison to the program; (d) Human resource director, (e) CEO or highest official on site (e)

Three to six peer advisors identified by instructors; (f) Teacher(s); (g) VTAE supervisor. For the remaining

12 sites, surveys were sent to the local partners listed above. In addition to being asked about program impacts,
instructors were asked how they ensured that materials were tailored to needs of the 943thi1e.

Local partner surveys were coded for identification. Phone calls were made to nen-respondents to encourage

them to complete and return their surveys. Data were tabulated by site and in the aggregate.

As Table 3 indicates, 197 surveys were sent or Oven to local partners which included instructors, union
officials, company officials, peer advisors, and VTAE supervisors. A total of 160 local partner surveys was

returned for a local partner response rate of 81%.

Instructors had the highest response rate, 95%, followed by VTAE supervisors. 91%, and peer advisors, 89%.

The response rate for company and union officials was similar, 68% and 63%, respectively.

1 2
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Stansncal analysts. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to determine if statistically significant

differences existed among:

I. An participant responses relative to improvement in academic and job-related measures based on the

independent variabies of site, age, gender, racial and ethnic background, months of attendance and highest

grade in school completed;

2. Participants' and local partners' opinions relative to participants' academic improvement which included

math, writing, reading. speaking, English-As-A-Second Language (ESL), skills for the GED test and
computer skills (computer skills was defined by state WPT leaders Ls operation of computers to enhance

basic skills needed at the job site and to utilize instructional software);

3. Panicipants and local partners' opinions relative to participants' improvement in job-related measures

which included job skills, ability to work together with other employees, ability to work with supervisors,

ability to solve problems, quality of work and self-image;

4. Participants' and local partners' opinions relative to promotability of participants;

5. Panicipants' and local partners' opinions relative to whether or not participants actually are promoted;

6. Participants' and local partners' opinions relative to whether or not participants actually transfer to

different jobs;

7. Participants' and local partners' opinions relative to participants' increased enjoyment of their jobs.

Where the ANOVA indicated significant differences, the Scheff6 post hoc comparison test was used to
identify where the differences existed. Vicki Jacobs of the UW-Madison Experimental Design Lab provided
assistance with the statistical analysis.

Ilmftations
The primary limitation of this study was the difficulty of locating a random sample of participants at the

sites. The two earlier WPT studies conducted by the researcher also faced this limitation. Although a random
sample could have been drawn from a list of participants, the individuals would have been availabk: for
interviews at sporadic times due to their work schedules. Discussions with project personnel indicstal that
locating and scheduling pre-selected participants was untenable given the privacy assurances participants had
received. Researchers interviewed all participants who used the Learning Center during their scheduled site
visit. As was stated earlier, two days of interviewing were scheduled at each site to ensure that workers from
each shift could be surveyed.

An inherent difficulty in determining appropriate sample size is the nature of the participant population
served by the WPT program. Those who attend are not a static group. Participants may use the Learning
Center only one or two times to acquire the skills or information they need. They may visit the Learning
Center and sign up Ls a participant and may not come back. This means that the total participant count for
the span of one year is considerably higher than the number of participants who may be utilizing the Learning
Center at a given time. In this study, rather than utilizing the annual figures to determine the program
numbers, the number of students who were reported by the sites as attending during the two-month period
of the site visit was used as the population number. (See Table 2.)

Finally, for both local partners and participants, the research for the most pan, examined their opinions and
perceptions. These perceptions could not be empirically validated in this study. Questions to participants as
to whether they had received job promotions or transfers were the exception to this.

6
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Participant Demographics

Gender. In this study. 102 participants from 10 of the 22 WPT sites were surveyed. The sample was fairly

even in terms of gender. Fifty-two percent were male and 45% were female. (Data were missing (or 3%.)

Gender data are shown in Table 4. This proportion was amsistent with that of the total WPT population.

which was 55% male and 45% female at mid-year.

Table 4
Gender of Panicipants

Gender Number Percent ,

Male 53 52

Female 46 45

No Response 3 3

Totals 102 100

n

Age. Over half of the partidpants, 58%, were between ages 25-44. Forty percent were 45 and over. This

indicates that the program serves a substantial portion of what might be called 'older workers.' (ibe federal

definition, for purposes of defining older workers as a protected class, is age 40 and older.) Table 5 summarizes

age data of the sample. Ageof the total WPT population as reported at mid-year showed both consistencywith

the sample and slight variation. In terms of variation, the sample includel 1% of partidpants in the age 16-24

interval. The total population included 6%. For the age 45 and over interval, the sample included 40%, while

the population included 30%. Thus the sample was composed of a slightly older group than the population.

This fact is not significant, however, in that the bulk of the sample population, 58%, was in the age 25-44

interval and the bulk of the total population, 62%, was also in the age 25-44 intavaL

Table 5
Age of Ponicipants

Years of Age Number Percent

16-24 1 1

25-44 59 58

45 and over 41 40

No Response 1 1

#

Totals 102

.,

100

n

15
1



Table 6
Parucspanss Ethnic Grou s

Ethnic Group
.

,

Number ,.
Percent

Asian Amcncan 4 4 .,

Black 10 10

Hispanic
_.

3
,

3

Native Amcrican
,

1 1

White 82 80

No response 2 2

Totals
_..

102 100

n

Ethnic Group Membership. The majority of participants surveyed, 80%, werewhite. Ten percent were black.

Other groups, such as Asian American, Hispanic and Native American, accounted for a very small portion
of those interviewed, 496. 3%, and 1% respectively. These figures were very close to the demographic data for
the entire participant population as reported to WBVTAE for the mid-project report. That report showed that
the majority of all WPT participants, 79%, were white. Fourteen percent were black. Other groups represented
in the total WPT population were: Asian American, 1%; Hispanic, 5%; and Native American, less than 1%.

Educational Anainment. Table 7 summarizes data on highest grade in school completed by each participant
surveyed. Over half, 55%, were high school graduates. Fifteen percent had not graduated from high school..
When the percentage of those with some college work (19%) is combined with the percentage of college
graduates (9%), it can be seen that 28% of the sample had attended college. There appeared to be some
variation between the sample and the population in terms of educational attainment Within the sample, 65%
bad completed grades 9-12, while 51% of the WPT population had completed grade 942 at a maximum.
Within the sample, 31% bad over 12 years of education, compared to 39% for the WPT population. (For 0-8
grade completion, Fgures were similar for the sample and the WPT population at 5% and 7% respectively.)
This suggests that educational attainment level of the sample was slightly lower than the population as a whole
with a higher proportion of high school graduates and a lower proportion of participants with some
postsecondary education. The researcher could neither identify the cause for this difference, nor any
confounding effect the difference might have in interpreting the results.

Table 7
Participant' Highest Grade in School Completed

Highest Grade Number Percent

Seventh grade or less 1 1

Eighth grade 4
,

4

Ninth-Eleventh grade 10
,

10

1Nvelfth grade 56 ,
55

Thirteenth-Fifteenth grade 19 19

College graduate 9
,

9

No Response 3 3

Totals 102 101a

n= 102
aDoes not equal 100% due to errors of rounding.



Vomit% of Attendance. Data on number of months participants had attended the Learning Center arc

cummartred in Table X. Half of the participants surveyed had attended the Learning Centers from 1 to 6

months. One-fourth (24%) had attended from 7 to 12 mimths. Overall, this would indicate a relatively short-

term invotvement on the part of the majority of those surveyed. Data on months of attendance were not

available for the WPT population.

Table 8
Months of Attendance

Number of Months Number Percent

1-6
51 50

7-12
24 24.

4
,.....

1348 4

19-23
7 7

24-29
6

,

6

30-36

-
3 3

No Response 7 7

Totals

_
102 101g

n = 102
'Does not Null WO% dike to erfolfS Of rounding.

Partidpants' Views

Improvement in Basic Skills. Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they had improved their

skills in a variety of academic skill areas. The Men scale of responses was: 1 in strongly disagree: 2 vs &tam

3 ac neither agree nor disagree; 4 us agree; and 5 an money agree. Participants could also indicate that they bad

not studied a particular area with a response of not applicable. Thus the highest level of agreemeat that they

had improved would be 5.00.

Table 9 indicates that in 7 basic skill areas, the mean responses ranged from 4.00 to 4.58. Panicipante mean

response to all academic measures was 4.45. In the AM areas that showed the greatest umber of

participantscomputers, math, writing,and readingthe means ranged from 4.23-4.57. From either perspective,

participants solidly agreed that they had improved in the basic skills areas they studied. (See Table 9 note.)

Table 9
Panicipasus Kiva of heproyemou as Basic Skills

Mu of
Improvement

Snugly
Diugue
(No.) %

Murree
(No.) %

Neither
(No.) %

APIs
(No.) %

Strongly
Apee

(No.) %

Not
Appliesbk
(No.) %

Number
Studyiag

Math - - (1) 1 - - (22) 22 (24) 24 (5S) 54 4.47 47

Welting - - - - (S) 5 (14) 14 (12) 12 (71) 70

...

423 31

Reading - - (1) 1 (2) 2 (12) 12 (16) 16
,

(71) 70 4.39 31

Speaking (1) 1 (1) 1 (9) 9 (3) 3 (8) 86 402 14

,

ESL - - - - - - (5) 5 (7) 7 (90) 88 4.58 12

GED (1) 1 - - - - (2) 2 (7) 7 (92) 90 4.40 10

Computer°
,

- (1) 1 (2) 2 (29) 28 (SI) SO (19) 19 4.57 83

°Computer skills was defined tw state WPT leaden as operation ofcompulen to enhaoce bow skills oeeded at the job site mid to Wile

instruct:oral software
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Table 10 includes the opinions only of those individuals who said thcy studied in the areas cited. Percent

of those who agreed or strongly agreed they had improved ranged from 100% in ESL to 83% in writing.

Table 10
Ranking of &LUC Skills Improvemeiu Dy Percent of Agreente

Basic Skills f

Percent of Those Who
Studied the Skill Who

Agreed or Strongly
Agreed They Had

Improved

English as a Second
Language

100

Math 98

Computers 96

GED 90

Reading 84

Speaking 86

Writing 83
sCOmnuter skills was detincdbv State Wirl leaders as OW

t among Participants

ration of computers

to enhance basic skills needed at the job site and to utilize instructional software.

Job-Related Measures. Participants were asked to indicate the extent to which they had improved in a variety

of job-related measures. The same Liken scale was used throughout with 1 indicating strongly disagree and $

indicating strongly agree.

Participant responses are summarized in Table 11. Participants' mean response to all job-related measures

was 2.71. These responses may be studied from mo perspectives. First, the means ior responses ranged from

1.30 for becoming eligible for promotion to 4.16 for impoving job skills.

Not applicable responses in academic items were notincluded in calculations of the mean. Participants either

studied math or they did not. We were interested only in the responses of those who studied the subject.

Whereas, the job-related measures are desired program outcomes regardless of what the participant has

studied. A nor applicable response to this second group takes on a greater significance. It suggests that

participants do not see the relationship between their WM' experience and the desired outcomes, much less

proclaim that they have attained those outcomes. Thus not applicable responses were assigned a value of zero.

The researcher also arrayed the responses to this series of questions according to percent responding agree

or strongly agree. Results are summarized in Table 12. As Table 12 indicates, the great majority agreed or

strongly agreed they had improved theirself-image. Also among the top three were improvement in problem-

solving and job skills. At tht low end was eliplility for promotion. It is reassuring to note that analysis by

means alone also shows the same three items, improvement in self-image, problem-solving, and job skills, in

the top three of the array and the same item, eligibility for promotion, at the bottom.



ahle 11

Area or Improvement
Strongly
Dillatfte
(No ) It

Dalltret
(Nit ) .

Nettbei Aim
*Or Dismist
(No ) 11

Agree
(No.) 11

Sunnily
Vet

(No.) 11

Not
Appliesble
(No.) 16 Mean

Job stilts (1) I (11) II (31) 30 (24) 24 (33) 34 4.16
i

Getting along better
with other employees

- - (17) 17 (33) 32 (15) IS (37) 36 3.97

Getung along better
with supervuors

(I) 1 (1) 1 (15) IS (27) 26 (12) 12 (46) 45 3.86

Problem-solving - (1) (9) 9 (31) 37 (21) 21 (33) 32 4.14

Quality - (1) 1 (12) 12 (24) 24 (17) 17 (48) 47 4.06

Self-image - (1) 1 (6) 6 (41) 47 (38) 37 (9) 9 4.32

Eligible toe Promotion (2) 2 (6) 6 (14) 14 (4) 4 (I) 11 (U) 67 1.30

Job enssyment (3) 3 (6) 6 (12) 12 (37) 36 (14) 14 (30) 29 2.64

Table 12
Job.Related Wawa by Percent of Agremwu Among Panicipants

- -
_

Job-Related Measures

Percent of Total Who
Aveed or Strongly Agreed
that They Had Improved

Self Image
84

Problem Solving
58

Job Skills
54

Job Enjoyment
50

Getting along better with other employees 47

Quality
41

,
,

Getting along better with supervisors 38
,

Eligible for promotion
12

Satisfaction with Progreu. When participants wereasked about their level of satisfaction with their plogress

in the Learning Center, their mean response was 4.32. The percentage of those who agreed or strongly agreed

that they were satisfied with their progress wrs 91%.

Job Promotions and Transfers. Table 13 summarizes participants' reports as to whether they bad received job

promotions or transfers. (One site requested that these questions not be asked of workers.) Ten percent

reported job transfers and 3% reported having been promoted.

Table 13
Job Promotions and Transfers

(No.)
Yes

(No.)
No No Response

(No.)

Received promotion (3) 3 (74) 73 (25) 25

Transferred to a different job (10 ) 10 (71) 70 (21) 21

n = 102
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Independent Variables. All participant responses were analyzed according to the independent variables of age.

gender, racial and ethnic background. months of attendance and highest grade in school completed. There

was no statistically significant difference in responses when analyzed according to those variables. The ANOVA

indicated a statistically significant response to the item on increased job enjoyment according to highest grade

in school completed. Mean responses from lowest to highest were: college graduate. 2.00; 12th grade. 2.29;

grades 13-15. 3.(X); grades 9-11, 3.70; grade 8, 4.50. (The on: participant in the 7th grade or kss category did

not respond to this quedlion.) However, the Schefft post hce: comparisonshowed no painvise significance and

no meaningful contrasts when categories were aggregated ano waipared (e.g., I2th grade or more versus 8th

grade or less.) Thus the initial statistkal significance was regarded by the researcher as an anomaly.

Local Partners' Views

Improvement in Basic Skills. Local partners were asked to indicate the anent to which they agreed that

attending thc Learning Center improved workers' skills In a variety of academic areas. The Likert scale of 1

strong6t disagree: 2 IS diragree; 3 um neither agree nor disagree;.4 ai agree; and 5 in strongly agree was used.

Local partners could indicate that their Learning Center did not address a particular academic area with a

response of not applicable. Thus the highest level of agreement that workers improved as a result of attending

Would be 5.00.

Table 14
Local Passers Knee of knprownwrit is Bask Skills

Ares a
Inspesvetnent

Straggly
Disagree
(No.) 16

Disagree
(No.) 16

. Neither
4T4o.) 16

444rce
(No.) 16

Suoag ly
Agree

(No.) 16

Not
A(iplicable
(No.) 16 Mesa

Nisisher
!midi(

lasructicsre

Math (2) 1 (1) 1 I (4) 2 ($2) 30 (107) 63 (5) 3 437 166

Writing
1

(I) 1 (2) 1 (12) 7 (86) SO (63) 38 (5) 3 4.28 166

Reading (3) 2 () 1 (7) 4 (74) 43 (11) 47 (S) 3 4.31 166

SPating (i) 1 (12) 7 (55) 32 (41) 36 (30) 111 (12) 7 3.67 15 t

ESL (8) 5 (9) (37) 22 (25) 16 (26) 15 (63) 37 351 101

GED (2) 1 (10) 6 (41) .36 (54) 49 (14) 8 4.43 IP

Computerb (2) 1 (1) 1 (I5) 9 (54) 32 (93) 34 (6) 4 4.42 165

flumb rtners taflI mat th lkIk Isere addr at thr sue.
aComputer skills was dewed by Watt WIT leaders as operation computers to =Mace brie stills seeded at the job site sod to utilise

instructional software.

Table 14 indicates that in seven basic skills areas, the mean responses ranged from 3.67 for speaking to 437

for math. Local partners solidly agreed that employeesimproved in math, writing, reading. GED and computer

skills. ESL and speaking garnered the lowest levels of agreement on improvement Most sites, however, do

not offer speaking as a formal study. ESL was not offered at most sites. The mean response to all academic

measures vas 4.23 for local partners.

Job-Related Measures
Local partners were asked to indicate the extent to which they believed employees had improved in &variety

of job-related measures. The mean response forall job-related measures was 3.65. The same Liken scale was

used throughout with 1 indicating strongly duagree and S indicating strongly agree. Local partners' responses

are summarized in Table 15. Mean responses ranged from 3.05 for eligibility for promotion to 4.40 for self

image. Local partners responses to these job-related items were not characterized by the large proportion of

not applicable responses found among participant responses. Nevertheless, for purposes of comparison. Table

16 depicts the percent of local partners who indicated agreement or strong agreement relative to participant

improvement in those areas. The means indicate solid agreement that participants had increased self-image,

but expressed weak agreemetnt relative to job skills and problem-solving. They were close to neutral relative

to getting along better with other employees and supervisors, quality, eligibility for promotion and job

enjoyment. Their mean relative to whether participants are actually promoted was 1.69 and their mean relative

to job transfers was 1.46.
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MI Job.Rektied Malmo

Area of Improvement

Strongly
Disagree
No '6

Disagree
No. lb

Netthei
Aree *or
Diugree

No. *
A4ree

No. 06

Strongly
Agree

No. lip

Nor
Appheable

No, % Mean

joh Stuns (1) 1 (4) 2 (36) 21 (77) 43 (46) 27 (7) 4 313

Getting Along Better
anth Other Espioyces (1) 1 (10) 6 (49) 29 (59) 35 (30) 22 (14) 3.47

Getting Moog Saler
rth Supermen (2) (13) (61) 36 (47) 27 (27) 16 (21) 12 3.12

Protnent-SoNing (2) 1 (4) 2 (23) 16 (09) 52 (41) 24 (7) 4 323

Quality (2) 1 (10) (52) 30 (0) 40 (22) 13 (16) 9 3.30

Self.linage (1) 1 (4) 2 (9) 5 (0) 29 (102) 60 (6)

Eligibk for Promotion (6) 4 (11) 6 (32) 20 (311) 34 (21) 12 (23) 13 SAS

Job Eajoissest (3) 2 (3) 2 (51) 34 (73) 43 (22) 13_ (12) , 7

Table 16
Ranking of Job-Related Measures by Percent of Agreement Among Local

Partners

Job-Related Measures

Percent of Total who
Agreed or Strongly
Agreed that Participants
Improved

,

Self Image
89

Problem Solving 76
,

Job Skills 72

Getting Wong Better with Other
Employees

57

Job Enjoyment

-
56

Quality of Work 53 -,

Eligible for Promotion 46

Getting along Better with Supervisors 43

Local patmen' views of panicipant satisfaction. When local partners were asked to indicate what they believed

to be participants' levels of satisfaction with their progress in the Learning Center, their mean response was

4.23. The percentage of those whoagreed or strongly agreed that participants were satisfied with their progress

was 85%.

The same top three items having the highest percentage of agree or strongly agree responses were identified

by local partners and participants. (See Tables 12 and 15.) They were self-image, problem-solving and job

skills. In fact, the order was the same for participants and local partners except for the two outcomes at the

bottom of both arra)s which were reversed between the two groups: getting along better with supervisors and

eligible for promotion. Local partners and participants expressed virtually the same level of agreement relative

to self image and job enjoyment.
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Differences within hxat partner groups. Differences among responses of local partner groups (instructors.

union officials, peer advisors, company officials. instructors, and vrAE supervisors) were not statistically

significant except in four cases.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed a significant difference between mean improvement in total job-

related measures reported by instructors and company officials. Instructors reported-4.01 while company

officials reported 3.25 (F(5.I36) at 4.49 p s .05).

When VTAE supervisors' and instructors' responses were grouped and compared with other groupinp of

local partners (union officials/peer advisors, and company officials alone), rmults inn similar. The combined

mean response for VTAE supervisors and instructors for total job-related measures was 3.86. According to

the Scheffe post hoc comparison, this was statistically higher than the mean response of company officials

which was 3.25 (r(136) 3.45 p s .05). Thus, both instructors and VTAE supervisors believe partidputs' job-

related gains are higher than company officials believe they are.

An analysis of variance showed a significant difference between instructors* and company officials' mean

responses to the question of whether participants are promoted. Instructors reported 142 while company

officials reported 2.25.

Similarly, responses of VTAE supervisors and instructors to the question of inaeased eligibility for

promotion (versus actual promotions) were statistically higher than grouped responses of union officials/peer

advisors. The combined mean for VTAE supervisorsithstructors was 3.54. The combined mean for union

officials/peer advisors was 2.47 (4136) = 3.50 p .05).

There were no other significant differences in response to this duster of items among the other bad partner

groups.

Comparison et Pazildpants' and Local Partners' Responses

Academic measures. When all questions relative to academic improvement were grouped, responses of

participants to the academic duster were statistically higher than responses of local partners. 0(Included in the

academic duster were math, writing, reading, speaking, ESL, GED, and computer skills .) Participants

reported a mean improvement of 4.45 while local partners' responses reflected a mean improvement score of

4.23 (F(1,266) at 10.63 p s .05). Both means reflect high opinions of panicipants' academic improvement.

lob-related measures. Similarly, when questions relative to job-related performance were grouped, responses

of local partners were statistically higher than responses of participants. (included in the job-related measures

were job skills, ability to work together with other employees, ability to work with supervisors, ability to solve

problems, quality of work and self-image.) Participants reported a mean improvement of 2.71 while the mean

for local partners was 3.65 (F(1,271) = 42.00 p .05).

Thus, participants believe their overall levels of academic achievement to be higher than local partner

believe them to be. Conversely, participants believe their overall levels of improvement in job-related measures

to be lower than local partners believe them to be.

Participaru promotability. When participants and local partners were asked if participation increased eligibility

for promotions, their mean responses differed with the difference being statistically significant. The mean

*Computer skills was defined by state WPT leaders as operation of computers to enhance basic MI:ills

needed at the job site and to utilize instructional software.
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response for participants was 1.30. The mean response for local partners was 3.05 (F(1,255) as 67.92 p s .05).

However. thc 'V on thc five point scale was 'neither agree nor disagree' so in spite of the statistical

significance, there appears to be little practical significance in the discrepancy. Neither group agreed that

participation resulted in increased eligibility for promotion.

Occurrence of pronuxions. To compare responses of both groups, the scale for both was convened to the

dichotomous scale wed on the participant surveywhere I vo yrs and 22 it no. When asked whether or not they

had actually received promotions, participanu reported a statistically higher mean than local pannen-1.96

compared to 1.69 (F(1.219) so 24.31p s .05). Given that scale, participantsactually reported a lower frequency

of promotion than local partners. Regardless of the difference, neither participants nor local partners as a

group appear to believe that promotions are a significant program outcome.

Job wansfers. A similar pattern could be seen in the question relative to job transfer. The two-point scale

was also used for this question. Participants reported a statistically higher mean than local partners in response

to the question of whether or not they had received job transfers-1.88 compared to 1.46 (F(1,227) as 45.41

p s .05). Thus participants reported lower frequency of job transfer beause 1 us yes and 2 us no. Again neither

group appears to believe that job nansfers are a significant program outcome.

Responses of both groups to the questions about promotability, actual promotions, or transfers foliated

that, in general, neither group believed that participants sae promoted or transferred as a malt of

partipation in the program.

Satisfaction with pogren. Participants reportedstatistically higher means for degree ofsatisfaction with their

progress in the Learning Centers-4.32 compared to 4.23 for local pertness (F(1,226) os 3.77 p s .06). Both

scores are strong positive indiction, however.

Job enjoyment. In terms of job enjoyment, responses of participants and local partners were siplficandy

different. Participants reported a men response to the question of 2.64 while the mean respoase for local

partners was 3.42 (F(1,271) us 17.12 p s .05). While the response of local partners was in a more positive

direction, the partners' response was closer to neither agree nordisagree than to ogres.

While statistically sigilikint differences do appear to aist between participants and local pumas relative

to improvement in academic areas, satisfaction with progress, and job-related areasjob enjoyment,

promotability, and the actual occurrence of job promotions and transfersthe responses were genesally in the

same direction and not in opposition. Only in the case of lob enjoyment' were responses of both groups on

opposite sides of neutral.

Most Significant Program Goals

To answer the question of 'Which program objectives do participants and local partners view as most

significant?' both participants and partners were asked to identify which program goals they kit we most

significant. (Each goal had been mentioned in preceding questions; additionally, participants weregiven the

option of hearing the listof progam goals read.) As Tables 17 and 18 indicate, somedifferences exist between

participants and local partners as to which program goals are considered mott important.

For participants, the top three goals selected most consistently as either first, second, or third choice were

computer skills, math skills, and self image. For local partners, the top three goals selected most consistently

as either first, second, or third choice were self image, math, and reading. Thus, the two groups were in
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agreement on the importance of self image and math; participanm, however, held computer skills. as the most

important program goal and ranked reading as seventh in order of importance. Local partners ranked

COM putcr skills as fifth in importance in a two-way tie with problem-solving. The difference relative to the

perceived importance of reading versus computer skills has great implications for the way in which workplace

literaCy is planned, delivered, and marketed to employees.

L.ocal partners offered a number of goals in addition to the stated goals of the program. The two most

frequently mentioned 'other goals were improvement in *basic skills° (9 responses) and statements about the

learning center as providing a foundation for future learning. As one participant said, 'The fact they are

accustomed to being in a class makes it easier for them in company training. There's marked difference

between those who have been in a class and those who have not. They are head and shoulders above the

others, whether it's training for quality or SPC, they are not intimidated like others .. . .11

Table 17
Paracipour Choica of Top Pyre Gook for WI'? Prognwre

GOALS Sekcead - Rat
Priority
(NO %

Selected -
Sward Priority

(No.) 16

Selected os
Third ?dodgy

(No.) 16

Sims. as
Plot, Sam% or
Med hlodr,

(N04

#

li
1. Computer akille (21) 21 (10) 10 (10) 10 (41) 40

2. Math skills (14) 14 (15) 15 (S) 5 (34) 33

3. Sdf-image (10) 10 (6) 6 (14) 14 (30)

4. hammed quality - - (0) $ (13) 13 (21) 21

S. Job skills (10)

,
10 (11) 10 (3) 3 (21)

,

21

6. Problen4oeving (2) 2 (13) 13 (S) 3 (20) 20

7. Reading (9) 9 (3) 3 (6) 6 OP 1S

IL Writing (6) 6 (5) II (3) 3 (27) 17

9. Getting along better viith
other employea

(7) 7 (2) 2 (S) 5 (14) 14

10. Eligible for promotion (3) 3 (2) 2 (9) 9 (14) 14

11. Other (2) 2 (4) 4 (6) 6 (12) 12

12. Job enjoyment (2) 2 (3) S (2) 2 (9) 9

13. Job under (2) 2 (3) S (2) 2 (9) 9

14. Getting along better with
supervisors

- (2) 2 (6) 4 (5) $

15. ESL (4) 4 ' (1) 1 - - (5) S

16. Speaking (1) 1 (1) 1 (3) 3 (5) 5

°Computer skills was defined by suit WPT leaders as operation of computers to enhance basic skills

needed at the job site and to utilize instructional software.
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°Computer thins gnu defined by sum Win' leaden ea opersoon et computers to calumet tome skate iteedeel at the job she sod to obligeOf 0. .

morvemoal scintose.
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Table 18
CIincts of Tmi Three fm wrr um

Goes

Selected as
First Pnorwy

(No.) li

Selected as
Second Pnonty

(No.) 94

Selected as
Third Monty

MO 46

Sekmed as
Fins. Second.

or Third Priority
(No)

I

I. Self image 34 33 13 13 19 19 66 65

2. Math 27 26 22 22 11 11 60 59

3. Reading 21 21 17 17 11 11 49 45

4. Other 13 13 11

.
11 11 11 35 34

5. Computer skills° 7 7 13 13 12 12 32 31

6. Probieweolnag 10 10 10 10 12 12 33 31

7. OetUng aloes better snit
caw employees

4 4 15 15 10 10 29 a

$. Job Skills 10 10 7 7 10 10 27

9. Improved quality 7 7 7 7 6 4 20 30

10-Eligibk for promotion 3 3 9 9 7 7 19 19

11.Writieg - - 6 6 13 13 19 19

12. GED $ $ 5 5 $ 1$ IS

13. Job enjoymeat 3 3 4 4 9 9 16 16

14. ESL 1 1 3 3 4 4 $ $

15. Satisfaction with progress 4 4 2 1 1 7 7

16. Speakiag - - 3 3 3 3 6 6

17. Gettiag along better wnh
superman

1 1 1
3

18. Job transfer - - 1

n
°Computer skills was defined try state virr lesden as operation of computers to enhance basic skills sealed at the job site mul to utilize

instructioaal software.

Noteworthy Practices
One of the research questions sought to identify the 'best practices' exhibited by the programs whose

participants reported the highest mean of improvement in academic skills and job performance. Thus the mean

for all scaled survey items was calculated for each of the 10 siteswhere participants were interviewed. These

aggregate means ranged from 3.71 to 4.13. An Analysis of Variance revealed, howevei, that none of the
differences were statistically significant among the sites. Thus the initial design which included descriptive
analyses of these top-performing sites could not be completed. The researcher, nonetheless, identified one
practice that has apparently met with sue= and another worthy of continued study. The approach that
appeared to contribute to program vitality related to utilizing an advisory committee composed of and led by

participants and peer advisors. The practice that should be studied is that of extending Learning Center hours

so that all shifts have reasonable access to educational services.

The 25 instructors who responded reported certification in: Elementary education (11); English/speech 7-12

(5) and English without a specified level (3): and ABE/GOAL (6). Other certifications reported were math
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7-12 (1) and math without a specified level (2); ESL (2): reading. IC.12 (2); exceptional education. K4 (I);

science (I): social studies. 7-12 (1); family living 642 (1); and music K-12 (1).

Table 19
Number of Hour: Learning Center_is Open per Week

Site
Number of Hours

Serigraph
52 -..

Milwaukee County
24

,

Briggs & Stratton
22

J. L Case
ao

,

Goodyear
16

Beloit Corporation
15

American Brass
12 .

Joerns
8

Schreiber
6

Royal Basket . 4

Advisory councils of parricipanu and peer advisors Half of the sites visited had advisory groups. AI J. I. Case,

Racine, two advisory groups were observed. One group was composed of peer advisors who represented a

group of about 60 peer advisors, a number of whom were participants also. The other group was a steering

committee composed of company officials, union representatives and peer advisors. Meetinp of botb groups

Mae ICCI by committee members themsetves and provided opportunities for members to develop their skills

in communication, problem-solving. planning. and leadership.

A similar group was observed at Serigraph Printing, West Bead, where employees were active in the

planning and actual design of some of the courses offered. At the time of the site visit, employee members

of the advisory committee were collecting samples of printing problems and flav4 so employeescould actually

see the examples while learning the terminology.

Custorner-cenrered h04177 of operation. As Table 19 indicates, there was great variability in the number of

hours the Learning Centers were open. Number of hours ranged from four to fifty with the median being 15.5

hours. Serigraph Printing, West Bend, has made an extraordinary effort to accommodate workers' schedule&

The Learning Center is open 52 hours per week as early as 6 a.m. and as late as midnight. Participanu and

local partners both identified inconvenient hours as one of the top four barriers to participation. At the

Serigraph site, no matter whether an employee works first, second, or third shift, the Learning Center is

available both before and after the shift. At the time of the study, usage figures had not been compiled for the

wended hours, but it is a customer-centered approach worthy of further study.

Program Longevity

There appeared to be no direct relationship between length of program operation and participant ratings

as to their gains in academic or job-related skills. As a matter of interest, however, Table 20 shows program

stan-up dates for the 10 sites visited.

Table 20
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Program LongevIrv

Site Stan Date

America n Brass
10188

Beloit Corporation 10/88

Briggs & Stratton ,

10=

J. 1. Case
10/88

,

Joerns
10/88

Schreiber
10/88

Ooodyur 10190

Milwaukee County 3/91

Serigraph
4191

Royal Basket/Curtition 5A1

Barriers to Partkipatloo

Participants' views of barriers. Participants interviewed at the 10 sites were asked what factors made it difficult

for them to attend the Learning Center. Following are their responses in summary form:

Lack of time (24)
Overtime and long work hours (18)
Family and child care responsibilities (15)

Inconvenient bouts (10)
No barriers (8)
Other (7)
Attend VTAE college also (6)

Illness (5)
Second job (4)
Disuaction of nice weather (4)
Shift changes (3)
Long distances between work and home (3)
You must push yourself (2)

Local parcnen views of barrien. Local partners at all 22 sites were asked what tutors made it difficult for

workers to attend the Learning Center. Following are their responses in summary form.

Overtime and long work hours (60)
Family responsibilities and child care (44)

Lack of time (34)
Inconvenient hours (25)
Inconvenient location (17)
Other (12)
Embarrassment (11)
Motivation lacking (11)
Shifttschedule changes (10)
Fear (10)
Layoffs (9)
Employees work second jobs (8)
Must go on their own time (5)
Workplace politics (union vs. management)

(5)
Attitude of being 'too old" to learn (4)

Car pooling (4)

None (3)
Lack of awareness (3)
Shutdowns (2)
Long distances between work and home (2)
Distraction of nice weather (2)
Production schedule makes it difficult to let employees go

(2)
Bad attitude toward education (2)

Vacations (1)
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Participants and local partners were consistent in their identification of the four top barriers to participation

which were: (a) lack of time, (b) overtime and long work hours, (c) family and child care responsibilities, and

(c) inconvenient hours. A difference was that the barrier of inconvenient location cited frequently by local

partners was not mentioned by the current group of participams.

It is encouraging to note that some of the top barriersto participation identified by both groups are factors

that can be addressed. For example, many comments weie made about the time periods the centets were open

relative to shift hours. Inconvenient location of the learning centers was perceived by local partners as a

significant barrier.

One participant said. 'It is hard for me to get here before working hours. I have been coming in during

breaks, but now I use my breaks to walk outside.' another said, 'The only time I have is during lunch. It's hard

to come in early and stay late--I have two kids.'

Of long work hours and limited karning center hours, one participant said, 'Our shift hours change

frequently. If I work late, I miss the whole time.' Another said, I may have to come in to work kw hours

early.' Mother said. The learning center is open just a short time after I get off work. But when it's open,

I am here"

A participant pinpointed a structural problem in the schedule-1 work till 3:30 but I can't come in to the

learning center till 5:00 when the center is open.' Participants at one site expressed frustration atwhat appeats

to be an incomplete meshing of education and work activities. One said, "... Work doesn't get done while we

attend.' Mother said, 'We are short of help in our area, and we fall behind on certain parts and work. And

we are rushed to put out more work faster before going to the Learning Center and to return back to work

after schooling to catch up.'

While individual attitudes, such as fear, embarrassment, or lackof motivation, were cited frequently, if they

are aggregated, they were still not cited as frequently as overtime and long 'Kirk hours.

Motivators for Participation

Participants' views of motivators. Participants were asked what factors encouraged them to attend the

Learning Center. Their responses are summarized below:

Opportunity to learn to use computers (22)

Desire for self-improvement (16)
Desire for education (16)
Knowledgeable, supportive instructor (9)

Math (7)
Convenient hours (6)
ESL (5)
Interesting, varied courses, materials (5)

Sense of accomplishment, pride, and

enhanced self image (4)
On-site, accessible location (5)
Fear of job loss (4)
No cost to participants (4)
Company incentives (3)
Local partners' views of motivators. Local partners were also asked what factors encourage workers to attend

the Learning Center. Their responses are summarized as follows:

Self-paced (3)
Nonthreatening learning environment (3)

Promotion (3)
Variety of promotional strategies (3)

Reading (3)
Chance for children to have better life (2)

Confidentiality (2)
Convenience (2)
Equipment (2)
Job skills (2)
Spouse can enroll (2)
Transfer (2)
Other (19)

Company incentives for attending (26)

On-site accessible location (21)
Communicative peer advisors (19)
Promotion possibility (18)

Knowledgeable, supportive instructors (17)

Interesting, varied courses, materials (17)

Desire for self-improvement (16)
Convenient hours (16)
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Sense of accomplishment pride. enhanced
self esteem ( l()
Self-paced. one-mionc. individuahzed
instruction (15)
Positive comments from participants (15)
Fear of job loss (15)
Confidentiality (13)
Awareness of workplace changes (12)
Computer skills (11)
Increased job skills (11)

Supportive management (11)
Variety of promotional strategies (8)
Basic reading and/ot math skills (6)
No cost to participants (5)
Union support (4)
Convenience (4)
inciessed knowledge-and skills (4)
Supervisors' support (3)
Child care payment (3)
Facilities (3)
GED (3)
Spouse support (3)
Skills can be applied to job (3)
Socialization opportunities (3)
No testing (2)
Manses in perseSal situation (2)
Other (22)



Company incentives that topped the list included classes during company time, pay for attendance, bonus

payment for compieung 50 hours, monthly door prize for attendance, and the like.

Promotional strategies cited included word of mouth by participant, having instructor talk to workers on the

floor, flyers, newsletters. videotapes, posting of courses in departments. As one local panner described it. 'We

have a newsletter. recognition days and management has been giving incentives to encourage attendance. A

weekly self-improvement workshop gets the student's foot in the door. We've organized social events around

the center to get the word out and more importantly peer advisors recruit and the teacher gets out on the

floor to get to know everyone

Participants and local partners differed in their views of what factors encourage workers to attend the

Learning Centers. Participants cited computers and the personal desire for self-improvement and education.

Local partners cited company incentives, such as pay or time off from work, as the number one encourager.

Current participants did not place company incentives as a top factor. It is probable, however, that company

incentives could encourage non-participants who alsibit lower degrees of intrinsic motivation to participate

in the Learning Centers.

Suggestions for Program lasprevesnent

Participants views on posensial insprovemous. Participants were asked how the Learning Center could be

improved. They suggested the following:

More hours (16)
Fme as is (11)
Don't know (10)
More participation (7)
More space (6)
More promotion (5)

More computers (5)
More variety in materials, programs, and courses (4)

Popular foreign languages (3)
More Job-related classes (3)
Mote equipment (2)
Other (19)

The top three responses were more hours, fine as is, and don't know. About one third of the suggestions

for more hours cited the need for more hours convenient to second and third shift workers. Most of those who

had nothing to suggest said they were too new to know.
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Local partnere views of potential unprovement. When local partners were asked how the Learning Center

could he improved, the following suggestions were offered:

More hours (34)
More space (17)
Job-related training (16)
More promotion (13)
More computers (12)
Wider course selection (12)
More employee input (10)
More computer programs/Instruction (7)
More structured courses (7)
OK as is (7)
Sites at each plant (4)
Curriculum development (4)
More company support (5)
More peer advisor suppott (4)

Coordination with other company training (4)

More consistent location (3)
Schedule on company time, not VTAE (3)

Greater depth (3)
Mare VrAE support, involvement (3)
More materials (2)
Instructor (2)
More instructor inservice (2)
Family members should be allowed (2)
Mote participants (2)
Oft4ire child care (2)
Mere visibility of instructor in plant (2)
Don't know (2)
Other (n)

Participants' additional COMMOUS. To the open-ended question on additional comments, most participants

offered positive responses about the Center and the instructors in particular. Examples includc
The instructors ate great! They and the subjects are good for self-esteem.

The instructor is so patient and easy to be relaxed around.

Instructors are great! There's never been an instructor turn me down for help even when it was crowded.

Participants at one site remarked on the negative attitude some workers had toward the Learning Center:

People say they don't have to come because they aren't stupid.

We asked in a questionnaire what we could do to make more people attend and one poson wrote, °I got

my schoolin' done when I was younger and you should* too

Approadies to Customizing Instruction for a Company
Instructors at all 22 sites were asked bow they tailored instruction to meet the needs of the worksite.

Wenty-five teachers responded. Six, or about one fourth, described a process offinding out from employees

what they need and then assembling instructional materiaLs or erperiences to accomplig4 the objectives desired

by employees. The remainder reported varying combinations of that indMdualized instruction with employee

and employer input and use of materials actually used in work activities at the site. About one third said they

use input on needs from employe.% and or management to tailor insauction to the company. Another third
reported using company materials, such as shop manuals, blueprints, piece work reports and other data forms,

labor grade tests, and the like, in the teaching proem.

Several reported using WESA job analyses as the basis for curriculum development. One reported that the
Learning Center provided instructional support for requited company-taught courses in SPC and blueprint

reading. One teacher who reported attending departmental meetings was learning gauging, measurement, and

blueprint reading herself.

Summaq of Findings

The first research question was, "To what extent do program participants agree they have achieved their
academic and job-related objectives?' Participants solidly agreed that they had improved in the basic skills

studied. On a five-point scale where 1 = strongty disagree and 5 arg strongly aeree, the means ranged from 4.00
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for speaking to 4.57 for computer skills.. Participants rated their improvement in Math. writing, reading.

GEDthe remaining academic areaswith scores over 4.00 (agree). The percentage who agreed or money

agreed they had improved, ranged from 83% for writing to 100% for ESL

In job-related measure% the same 5-point scale showed participant responses ranging from 1.30 for becoming

ehgtbk for promotion to 4.16 for improving job skills. Improved self image, problem-solving skills and quality

were reported at over 4.00 (agree). The percentages who 'agreed or "straitly agreed* that they had improved

in job-related areas ranged from 84% for self-image to '12% for eligibility for promotions. Only 3% reported

being promoted and 10% reported job transfers.

Participants indicated they were satisfied with their progress in the Learning Center with a mean response

of 4.32. All participant responses were analyzed according to the independent variables of age, gender, racial

and ethnic background, months of attendance and highest grade in school completed. No statistically

significant differences could be identified.

The second research question was, To what atent do local partnersagree that participants achieveacademic

and job-related objeaives through participation in the program? Local partners solidly agreed that

participants improved in math, writing, reading, GED and computer skills. Means ranged from 3.51 for ESL

to 4.57 for math. Speaking and ESL were considered lesser areas of improvement however, these two subjects

were sot taught at most sites.

In job-related measures, local partners solidly agreed that participants had increased self-image, but

=pressed weak agreement relative to enhanced job skills and problem-solving and neutrality relative to getting

along better with other employees and supervisors, enhanced qualfty, eligibility for promotion and job

enjoymeat. Local partners' mean relative to increased promotability was 105. Their mean relative to ectual

promotions was 1.69 and their mean relative to job transfers was 1.46.

Responses of local partners to the qoestion ofwhether participants aresatisfied with their progress resulted

in a mean response of4.23 indicating agreement

Within the local partners' group of instructors, company officials, union officials, peer advisors, and VTAE

supervisors, four measures differed statistically. Instructors reportedhigher levels of participant improvement

in job-related measures (4.01) compared to company omelets' (125). The same difference was found relative

to the question of whether participants are promoted.

Similarly, when local partners' responses are volved into logical clusters, instructors and VTAE supervisors

believe participants' job-related gains are higher than company officials believe they are. Instructors and

VTAE supervisors together also believe that participants are promoted more than union officials and peer

advisors believe they are and that they become eligible for promotions more than the union group believes

they do.

Statistically Significant Between-Group Differences

In comparing responses of participants and local partners relative to academic improvement, it was found

that participants report a statistically higher mean improvement of 4.45 than local partners (4.23). Both

scores, however, reflect high opinions.

In job-related measures, participants reported mean improvement of 2,71 while the mean for local partners

was 3.65. Thus participants believe their levels of academic gains to be higher than local partners while

°Computer skills was defined by state WPT leaders as operation of computers to enhance basic skills

needed at the job site and to utilize instructional software.
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conversely, local partners believe participants improvement in job-related measurcs to be higher than

participants themselves.

Responses of both groups to questionsabout promotability, actual promotions or job transfers indicated that

neither group believes them to be significant program outcomes.

Participants reported higher level of satisfaction with their progress (4.32) than local partners (4.23) and

lower levels of job enjoyment (2.46) than the levels aseribed to them by local partners (3.42). Except in the

Case of 'job enjoyment,' responses varied in the same direction.

The third research question was, 'Which program objectives do participants and local partnersview as Mit

significant?' For participants, the top three goals selected were computer skills, math shills and self image.

For local partnas, the top three goals selected were self-image, math and reading skills.

The fourth research question W&S, 'What are some of the 'best practices' ahibited by the programs whose

participants report the highest mean of improvement in academic skills and job performance?' The question

could not be answered as proposed because there was no statistical significance found between the meals for

the 10 sites. Tbe researcher identified one noteworthy practice observed at the sites, which was

participant/peer advisory councils. A promising practice INS that of building Learning Center hours around

workers' shirts.

In other findings, participants and partners were consistent in identifying the same top four barriers to

participation: lack of time; overtime and long work hours; family and child care responsibilities; and

inconvenient hours.

Participants reported that they were motivated to attend the Learning Center primarily by the opportunity

to learn to me computers, desire for self improvement and desire for education.

Local partners felt that company incentives for attending were the most poweeful motivators followed by:

on site location; communicative peer advisors; promotion possibility; knowledgeable, supportive instrxtors;

interesting and varied courses and materials; desire for self-improvement; convenient hours; sensedivide and

enhanced self esteem; self-paced one-on-one instruction; positive comments from participants; fear ofjob loss;

confidentiality; awareness of workplace changes; computer skills; increased job skills; supportive management.

In terms of suggested program improvements, both participants and local partners indicated that the top

need WM for more Learning Center hours.

Finally, about one third of the teachers say they use actual company materials in the teaching processshop

manuals, blueprints, piece work reports, labor grade tests and the like. One of these instructors was learning

gauging, measurement and blueprint reading herself.

Policy Recommendations

1. Each program should focus on a limited number of objectives that meets the needs of that worksite

rather than 16 partidpant outcomes in addition to process outcomes.

This evaluation measured opinions on participant improvement in seven basic skill areas and nine job-

related areas. Thus, local programs were accountable for 16 participant outcomes in addition to 13 process

objectives for orienting employees, training peer advisors, and the like.

It would be helpful for each program site to identify which of the 16 kinds of participant outcomes should

be targeted at that worksite. For example, 'promotion' is a general goal of the program. Participants and local

partners alike indicated that promotions and job transfers are not generally occurring as a result of the

program. During economic slumps such as the one experienced during the period in which this evaluation was
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conducted. promotion may be an Irrelevant outcome. At one site, of the participants interviewed, more were

on lay-off than were currently employed.

In addition, many companies arc flattening their organizational structures and moving toward newer

administrative structures such as self-managed turns. Promotions and job transfers may not be relevant

measures in such companies.

Tbc benefits of sharper focus at each site would be more effective u.se of resources and an opportunity for

more closely linking local planning and evaluation.

2. Instruction In bask aldlla should be Increasingly Imbedded in instruction specific to the Imitate through

increased use of job skill requirement analyses, called Workplam Educational Skills Analysis (WESA).

This process of imbedding basic skills instruction in job-specific tasb or materials is clearly ongoing It is

reflected in the titles given to the Learning Centers, as in Serigraph Inc.'s Personal Development Center,

Tecumseh Product's Education,Mining and Development Center, and Waukesha Memorial Hospital's Skills

Enancement and Education Center. There is variation, however, among the sites in the aunt to which site-

specific instruction actually occun. The models vary from prograns where the instructor is on theshop Boor

learning what is required ofworkers to the more passive models patterned atter Adult Basic Education where

instructors are available to participants in the Learning Center. Only several instructors mentioned siting

WESA job analyses as the basis for curriculum development.

Reading per se is not a top priority of participants, even though employers need employees with solid

reading skills. Participants indicated their priorities for the program, citing computer and math skills and self-

image as the top three. Reading was seventh in priority. This points to the need to provide context-specillc

instruction which will enhance workers' sellesteem through enhanced job skills while improving reading and

related basic skills in the process.

As asserted in the 1990-91 WPT evaluation, unless the program can legitimately position itself in the eyes

of potential participants as something other than remediation aimed at ftdng individuals, it will not be able

to serve those employees most in need.

3. Sites should identify and provide the optimal mix between totally indMdualind Instruction and short-

term, small group dames.

One-on-one instruction is enormously labor intensive for the instructor and is not as likely to result in the

team building and verbal communication skills increasingly required by employers as interactive cooperative

learning in small groups. Short-term classes with low numbers (approximately 10 per class) which enable

students to learn cooperatively should be provided and be supplemented with one-on-one assistance. Such a

mix would accomodate learning syies of those who learn most effectively through interaction an activity, as

well as those who learn best through on-on-one independent study.

4. Companies wishing greaterparticipation of employees in educational upgrading should pmvidepaid time

during the work day for employee education.

The most frequently mentioned barriers to wn participation were long work hours and overtime. On the

encouragement side, local partners believe that company incentives are or would be among the most powerful

incentives for participation. Employees with families,whether two parent or single parent areunder even more

pressure to fit in essential life activities around work hours and will continue to find it difficult to diven more

time into educational pursuits outside of work hours. Only one company visited paid employees for attending.

Another provided release time during work hours. Data collected in 1990 showed that of the 11 WPT sites,

the three who compensated employees for participation showed a participation rate of 22% compared to a

participation rate of 7% for companies who did not provide pay for participation. Company incentives
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mentioned in this study included holding classes during company time, paying partial wages for attendance,

providing bonuses for completing SO hours, and providing monthly door prizes for attendance.

S. sites shoutd ogle advisory groups of partktpants to help plan and evaluate the programs.

Half of the sites visited had advisory or steering committees that includedparticipants. This evaluation shows

that there arc significant disaepancies among the perceptions of key players in local WPT programs. For
example. participants and local partners do not share the same notions as to what motivates people to attend.

Instructors and company officials differ as to the degree to which participants improve in job-related measures.
VTAE supervisors and instructors differ with union officials end peer advisors on the degree to which
participation increases promotability of employees. Thus communication and collaborative planning should
increase. Advisory groups of stakeholders can be highly effective in that effort.

6. Federal administrative policies restricting computer instruction should be modified or eliminated so

enable WPT to reach its intended constituent group more effectively.

Curreeprogram participants consider computer skills as one of the three most important goals of the
program for them. If WPT is to serve its primary stakeholdersemployeesit should be responsive to their
expressed needs. Using a computer to compose and then to read what one has wrings', or using a computer
for mathematics ate methodologies for building basic skills that bold no stigma br workers.

In addition, many of the WPT participants from clerical to line workers spoke of needing to become
computer literate to perform their jobs. A machine operator at American Brass in Kenosha reported that
before attending the WPT Learning Center, he had to call his supervisor in the middle of the night to reboot
the computer that controlled his machine. He reported that be now has the skill to manipulate the computer
himself. Authors Carnevale, Gainer, and Villet (1990) reinforce this claim. 'Advances in information-based
technolov (computer hardware and software) have been the major source of changlag skills requirements in
Mit American jobs` (p. 84). The 1983 report of a Task Force on Vocational, Thchnical Preparation
(Wisconsin Department of Public Instruction and Wisconsin Board of Vocational, Technical and Adult
Education) said:

Most people either wIll work directly with computers or have their work influenced by computers in
some significant way. An influence as pervasive as this requires, among other thinp, an informed citizenry
that not only understands what computers can and cannot do but also is aware of the problems and issues
involved in their use. Computer competency is a basic skill complementoy to other competencies, such
as reading, writing, mathematics, and reasoning.

Students entering a vocational/technical educational program should be able to:
Demonstrate a basic knowledge of computer terminology and of how computers opera:e.
Demonstrate some ability to use the computer and appropriate software for:
-self-instruction
-collection and retrieval of information
-word processing (including the development of keyboard, composition, and editing skills)
-modeling, simulations, and decision making
-problem solving, both through the use of existing programs and through experience with developing
one's own programs... (p. 3)

Learning to use computer software can serve the dual function of enhancing basic academic skills while
simultaneously developing job skills without stigmatizing workers as being 'dumb' or deficient
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mem iescrIve

me

D:samree
Neither Agree nor Disagree

Agr ee

Strongly Agree

0 Not Applicable

MOM PART II: Since attending the Learning Center: `

mom : am satisf:to. vith the progress I'have made
15.

GEO

::r 3 'or:motion
It.

OMB

. en:oy my :op more
17.

mum

mom PART III: Since attending the Learning Center, I have

:.eceived a pramotion 1.Yes 2No
le. -

mom

:rans:errec: :: a :if:trent :ob 1.Yes

MID

ONO --CMMentS:

PART IV: All the goals of this program were read in the questions we just did.

ase What 3 goals of the program do you think are moat important? Please tell me

which goal is Wit important. second most important. and third most important.

(P-EfASE NCTE: Interviewer repeat last if necessary.)

nos: important

mom Second =SC important
IMO

Third most important

7

fl

.°4\: Z.

%."'

-.:

-

togr...2:

Howo many months htve you attended?
20.. .......:-...:. - %..., -4..."

1-6 months 4 14-23 montns
1

2 * 7-12 months 5 s 2-24 months
; 1

3 . 13-1i months 6 3C-36 months : 1

-.. ..:hat is y

100
our age?

)

i 21, ;:.,2;F:,,,,D®©(is
, ,

G. 1 16-24: 2 25-44: 3 45-44: - 6..-: or over 1 1

um 22. ...'hat is you: sex? 1 Male 2 .. Female
22

i

i in,

um :2 HLghest grade ia scncol completed?
: 23:1

ems- I * 7 or less 4 12 1

NM !

2 . 8 5 e 13-15

4-11 6 . college zraduate 1 1

MEI 2- 'what is your rule. or ethnic pacmground?
: 244

mei 1 - Asian,Amertcan 0 s Native American i

emos
: . Black 5

MN
3 - Hisoaaic I I

1

25. Ls the name of your company?

THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR COMPLETING THIS SURVEY. WE APPRECIATE YOUR P.

0 0 ®
® ®

amm
IV 1:P.S!v OF

-

"1-- . 44: %.

:F-. zE

" .

qr. 64 ,MM
. I
I 116 -ilk iftI

r. .7. - ;

" Z -

1.0



Part VI. 1992 Participant Survey

26. What factors make it difficult for you to auend the Learning Center?

27. What factors encourage you to attend?

28. Row can the Learning Center be improved?

29. What other topics/subjects should be offered?

30. Other comments?

31. Company:

Thal* you!
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Part V. Local Partner Survey

21. What factors make it difficult for workers to wend the WPT Learning Center?

22. What factors encourage workers to attend the yin Learning Center?

23. How can the WPT Learning Center be improved?

24. What other topics/subjects should be offered?

25. Other comments?

Part VI. (Instructors Only)

26. In what subject(s) and level(s) is your teacher certification?

4 r

rAppemoix

Over Plea.se . . .



27. Describe how you 42110r instruction to meet the ;seeds of this worksite.

28. To what extent do you feel the curriculum resources in the Learning Center are adequate to meet student

needs?

29. Compeny:

Thank you for completing this survey! Please do not fold or staple any
of the sheets.
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Appendix C

Workplace Literacy Interviews
April-June, 1992

BUSINESS INTERVIEWERS DATESMMES

01. Goodyear Natalie

Kathleen

Tues 7-10 atil; May 12

Tues 2-6 pm; May 12

02. kerns Kathleen Wed 1-5 pm: June 3

03. Schreiber Kathleen Wed 3-5 pm; May 13

04. Briggs & Stratton Kathleen

Cindy

Mon 7-9 am; 1150430, 3-7 pm; May 11

Tues 3-7 pm: May 12

05. Milwaukee County Kathleen

Bob

Tues 7-11 am; May 12

Wed 11 am-7 pm; May 13

06. Beloit Corp. Cindy

Cindy

Wed 1-6 pm; May 13

Thin 1-6 pm; May 14
,

07. Amaican Brass Kathleen

Kathleen

Tues 1-5 pm; April 21

Thws 1-5 pm; April 23

08. Royal Basket/Cwt. Kathleen Tues 2-4 pm; May 19

09. J.I. Case Kathleen

Bob

Mon 7-10 am; April 27

Mon 2-7 pm; Arai] 27

10. Serigraph Kathleen & Natalie

Kathleen & Natalie

Thurs 5:30-8:30 am, 12-5 pm, 7 pm-12:00 am:
May 28

Friday 6 am-4 pm; May 29

Revised 4-29-92
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